Kaseya Unified Backup brings together the world’s best backup, ransomware protection, cloud-based storage, and business continuity and disaster recovery (BCDR) services in a powerful, all-in-one appliance-based platform that provides high-quality protection while minimizing service delivery cost. New desktop appliances are available as a completely silent micro desktop (ION models) or a powerful and ultra-quiet desktop tower (ION+ models). Perfect for offices with no server room or MSPs scaling backup to small customer sites.

BCDR THAT WORKS NATIVELY WITH VSA

Be a hero! Reduce downtime with instant recovery, ransomware detection and automated disaster recovery testing. Kaseya Unified Backup is an appliance-based DRaaS that is built directly into VSA, allowing you to leverage your existing investment in endpoint management to catapult your capability and meet the backup demands of the business, all while using a workflow that is familiar.

With Kaseya Unified Backup, you can simplify your backup stack using a single console from within VSA. Simple dashboards give you at-a-glance confidence that your customers’ data is protected while keeping the granularity needed to resolve specific issues.

DISASTER-PROOF YOUR BUSINESS

When disaster strikes, don’t let unplanned downtime take down your business systems and data. Kaseya Unified Backup has your back, 24/7/365, empowering you to:

- **GET INTELLIGENT ALERTS WITHOUT THE NOISE**
  BackupIQ uses artificial intelligence to surface the most important issues, so that your technicians are always working on the right issues as efficiently as possible.

- **STAY PROTECTED FROM RANSOMWARE ATTACKS**
  Kaseya Unified Backup inspects every file during each backup for ransomware infections to ensure “clean,” instant recoveries are always at your fingertips.

- **AUTOMATE TESTING FOR GUARANTEED RECOVERY**
  100% automated testing ensures that the most comprehensive recovery assurance testing programs are always done, giving you real confidence that your backups are truly captured and ready at a moment’s notice.

With Kaseya Unified Backup, you can simplify your backup stack using a single console from within VSA.
KASEYA UNIFIED BACKUP: ENTERPRISE-CLASS
BACKUP & CONTINUITY FOR TODAY’S MSP

KASEYA UNIFIED BACKUP APPLIANCES 1TB - 120TB

Purpose-built backup appliances make it easy to meet your SLAs. No more broken promises. It’s simpler, smarter IT!

Features

✓ Automatic ransomware protection —
  Built-in AI detects and alerts to ransomware.
✓ Immutable cloud —
  Prevent ransomware and unauthorized from corrupting your data.
✓ SLA Policy Automation —
  Define & schedule backups in one easy step based on your RTO and RPO goals.
✓ Cloud empowered —
  DRaaS and public clouds.
✓ Automated disaster recovery testing —
  With recovery analytics and RPO/RTO reports.
✓ Preconfigured, enterprise-class reporting —
  Easily satisfy compliance requirements & your boss.
✓ Instant recovery —
  One click transforms Windows servers into VMs; instantly recover without setting up new hardware.
✓ Automated provisioning —
  Instant creation of isolated, fully featured test and dev environments.
✓ Unified bare metal backup —
  1-pass dissimilar bare metal restore.
✓ WAN-optimized replication —
  Combines deduplication, acceleration, compression and military-grade encryption.
✓ Local archiving —
  Disk-to-disk-to-any (D2D2X) to removable media, including tape and SATA disk.
✓ Best-in-class backup for physical & virtual workloads —
  VMware, Hyper-V, Windows, Nutanix and more.
✓ Adaptive Deduplication™ —
  Global and inline for maximum storage efficiency.
✓ Near continuous data protection —
  Back up as often as every 60 seconds.
✓ Intuitive, centralized user interface —
  Manage all of your backups, reports and archiving from one console.
✓ 24/7/365 support —
  Based in the U.S. with a 98% customer satisfaction rate.

These all-in-one appliances are available from micro desktop to large rackmount form factors, with on-box recovery and local or cloud DR available. As you and your customers grow, it’s simple to scale up, out or to the cloud.

About Kaseya

Kaseya® is the leading provider of complete IT infrastructure management solutions for managed service providers (MSPs) and internal IT organizations. Through its open platform and customer-centric approach, Kaseya delivers best in breed technologies that allow organizations to efficiently manage, secure, automate and backup IT. Kaseya IT Complete is the most comprehensive, integrated IT management platform comprised of industry leading solutions from Kaseya, Unitrends, Rapidfire Tools, Spanning Cloud Apps, IT Glue and ID Agent. The platform empowers businesses to: command all of IT centrally; easily manage remote and distributed environments; simplify backup and disaster recovery; safeguard against cybersecurity attacks; effectively manage compliance and network assets; streamline IT documentation; and automate across IT management functions. Headquartered in Dublin, Ireland, Kaseya is privately held with a presence in over 20 countries. To learn more, visit www.kaseya.com.
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